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Arthur Delabays, Nicolas Athané and Gabrielle d’Andrimont talk about their work for Bobbypills at Cartoon Next
In just a few years, the first European studio wholly devoted to adult-orientated animation has made the leap from indie to mainstream, while sticking to its core values  
10/04 | Cartoon 2024 | Cartoon Next


[image: Series review: Bellas Artes]
Series review: Bellas Artes
Gastón Duprat and Mariano Cohn once again take on the most universal miseries of the modern world with help from a cast that rises to the occasion  
10/04 | Series | Reviews | Spain
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End of filming in sight for Une fille au-dessus de tout
Pauline Clément and Arthur Dupont topline Jean-Luc Gaget’s second feature-length directorial effort, produced by Les Films de la Capitaine and La Féline, and sold by MPM Premium  
10/04 | Production | Funding | France


[image: Review: Asche]
Review: Asche
Elena Wolff’s sophomore effort offers a rather striking, but not exactly coherent, glimpse at the millennial art scene in the city of Linz  
10/04 | Diagonale 2024
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				Industry Reports
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Gender Equality, Diversity and Inclusion – 27/03/2024
Amanda Blumenthal leads intimacy co-ordination training in Vilnius
The intimacy co-ordinator for film and television productions in Los Angeles delivered a four-hour lecture on this important topic at the 15th Meeting Point Vilnius


Market Trends
FOCUS
As the winter nears its end, Cineuropa will continue to keep its readers up to date with the latest news and market insights, covering Europe’s buzziest industry events and festivals, including Berlin, Málaga, Thessaloniki Documentary Festival, CPH:DOX, Sofia, Vilnius, Luxembourg, Visions du Réel and FIFDH
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Animation – 10/04/2024
Arthur Delabays, Nicolas Athané and Gabrielle d’Andrimont talk about their work for Bobbypills at Cartoon Next
In just a few years, the first European studio wholly devoted to adult-orientated animation has made the leap from indie to mainstream, while sticking to its core values
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Market Trends – 09/04/2024
The Italian film industry asks the government for regulations, tighter timescales, and greater resources
For the first time ever, 23 major Italian film-audiovisual associations have come together to raise the alarm on delayed implementation of public support measures for the sector
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Documentary – 09/04/2024
REPORT: Czech Docs: Coming Soon @ East Doc Platform 2024
The industry event dedicated to documentaries from Central and Eastern Europe shed light on five almost-finished projects, covering topics from politics to environmentalism
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Gender Equality, Diversity and Inclusion – 08/04/2024
Lab Femmes de Cinéma releases a new report on women directors in the European audiovisual industry
The study reveals an improved pan-European interest in combatting sexual violence and unconscious biases, but a snail’s-pace move towards gender parity
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Documentary – 05/04/2024
REPORT: East Doc Platform 2024
Cineuropa profiles the winning projects from this year’s edition of the major Czech industry event organised by the Institute of Documentary Film
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Documentary – 05/04/2024
Ji.hlava and JB Films offer €110,000 to films from Central and Eastern Europe
The Czech international documentary festival, with the support of local entrepreneur Jan Barta, is setting up a new support scheme and has set 30 April as the deadline for applications
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Interview: Tina Gharavi  • Writer-director and showrunner
“The issue for most people is that the core of their story is not solid or they’re not absolutely sure what they are expressing”
At Stockfish, the BAFTA-nominated creative led the Writers Lab, open to select participants with a prior feature or TV episode credit  
10/04 | Stockfish 2024


[image: Rodrigo Sorogoyen to chair the Critics’ Week jury at Cannes]
Rodrigo Sorogoyen to chair the Critics’ Week jury at Cannes
Actress Eliane Umuhire, producer Sylvie Pialat, DoP Virginie Surdej and critic Ben Croll will flank the Spanish filmmaker on the jury of the Cannes parallel section  
10/04 | Cannes 2024 | Critics’ Week


[image: Nineteen films receive production support from the Finnish Film Foundation]
Nineteen films receive production support from the Finnish Film Foundation
Hanna Bergholm’s Nightborn and the much-anticipated Sisu 2 are among the recipients of the total amount of €5.745 million  
10/04 | Production | Funding | Finland
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				Co-Production Podcast
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09/04/2024
Episode 67: The Empire (France/ Germany/Italy/Belgium/Portugal)
The producers of the film by Bruno Dumont are invited to speak about their collaboration and the financing of their film, which has received Eurimages support


[image: Episode 66: Green Border (Poland/Czech Republic/ France/Belgium) - 13/02/2024]
13/02/2024
Episode 66: Green Border (Poland/Czech Republic/ France/Belgium)
The producers of the film by Agnieszka Holland are invited to speak about their collaboration and the financing of their film, which has received Eurimages support


[image: Episode 65: Savages! (Switzerland/France/Belgium) - 13/12/2023]
13/12/2023
Episode 65: Savages! (Switzerland/France/Belgium)
The producers of the film by Claude Barras are invited to speak about their collaboration and the financing of their film, which has received Eurimages support
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12/12/2023
Episode 64: Pure Unknown (Italy/Switzerland/Sweden)
The producers of the film by Mattia Colombo and Valentina Cicogna are invited to speak about their collaboration and the financing of their film, which has received Eurimages support
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11/12/2023
Episode 63: Misty – The Erroll Garner Story (Switzerland/Germany/France)
The producers of the film by Georges Gachot are invited to speak about their collaboration and the financing of their film, which has received Eurimages support


[image: Episode 62: Ingeborg Bachmann – Journey into the Desert (Switzerland/Austria/Germany/Luxembourg) - 08/12/2023]
08/12/2023
Episode 62: Ingeborg Bachmann – Journey into the Desert (Switzerland/Austria/Germany/Luxembourg)
The producers of the film by Margarethe von Trotta are invited to speak about their collaboration and the financing of their film, which has received Eurimages support
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07/12/2023
Episode 61: Close (Belgium/France/Netherlands)
The producers of the film by Lukas Dhont are invited to speak about their collaboration and the financing of their film, which has received Eurimages support
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06/12/2023
Episode 60: Chicken for Linda! (France/Italy)
The producers of the film by Chiara Malta and Sébastien Laudenbach are invited to speak about their collaboration and the financing of their film, which has received Eurimages support
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Review: Im Haus der alten Augustin
In his feature debut, actor-director Gerald Pribek assumes full control of a low-budget, genre-bending movie centred on buried secrets  
10/04 | Diagonale 2024


[image: EXCLUSIVE: First look at Sareen Hairabedian’s documentary My Sweet Land]
EXCLUSIVE: First look at Sareen Hairabedian’s documentary My Sweet Land
The filmmaker’s debut feature follows an 11-year-old who dreams of becoming a dentist and is forced to leave his war-torn homeland of Artsakh  
10/04 | Production | Funding | France/Jordan/Ireland/USA
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Alessandro Genovesi’s The Tearsmith is the most watched movie in the world on Netflix
Much anticipated in Italy following the success of the novel on which it’s based, the film geared towards teen audiences ranks first amongst the most watched titles on the platform  
10/04 | Production | Funding | Italy
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EXCLUSIVE: Trailer and poster for Visions du Réel title The Landscape and the Fury
Nicole Vögele’s doc is set in “a seemingly tranquil landscape overshadowed by the remnants of war” and follows “the struggle of refugees navigating this treacherous terrain”  
10/04 | Visions du Réel 2024
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15/02/2024
Berlinale 2024 – Photogalleries
The Berlin International Film Festival returns for its 74th edition, the last under the direction of Carlo Chatrian and Mariette Rissenbeek, from 15-25 February. Check out the festival highlights in our exclusive photogalleries
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25/09/2023
San Sebastián 2023 – Photogalleries
The San Sebastián International Film Festival cements its position on the global festival circuit with its 71st edition, which is unspooling from 22-30 September. Check out our exclusive photo galleries
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01/09/2023
Venice 2023 – Photogalleries
After the media storm triggered by the SAG-AFTRA strike, the global film community is back on the Lido for the 80th Venice Film Festival, unspooling from 30 August-9 September. Discover the festival highlights and the international stars walking the red carpet in our exclusive photo galleries


[image: Close wins the 2023 LUX Audience Award - 27/06/2023]
27/06/2023
Close wins the 2023 LUX Audience Award
Lukas Dhont’s heartbreaking coming-of-age drama has emerged as the winner of the European audience award, determined by ratings from the public and Members of the European Parliament
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17/05/2023
Cannes 2023 – Photogalleries
The international film industry is gathering again on the Croisette for a packed edition of the Cannes Film Festival and its Marché du Film, unspooling from 16-27 May. Discover the festival highlights in our exclusive photo galleries


[image: European Shooting Stars 2023 – Photogallery - 01/03/2023]
01/03/2023
European Shooting Stars 2023 – Photogallery
A look at the presentation of the European Shooting Stars, 10 of the most promising young actors from all over the continent selected by the EFP, which took place during the Berlinale
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18/02/2023
Berlinale 2023 – Photogalleries
The Berlinale is back in full swing! This edition is marked by the return of the on-site European Film Market, a jam-packed programme, increased attendance levels and the lifting of COVID-related restrictions. Check out the festival highlights in our exclusive photogalleries
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01/09/2022
Venice 2022 – Photogalleries
The global film community is back on the Lido for the 79th edition of the Venice Film Festival, unspooling this year from 31 August-10 September. Discover the festival highlights and the international stars walking the red carpet in our exclusive photo galleries
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Episode 67: The Empire (France/ Germany/Italy/Belgium/Portugal)
The producers of the film by Bruno Dumont are invited to speak about their collaboration and the financing of their film, which has received Eurimages support  
09/04 | The Co-production Podcast
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REPORT: Czech Docs: Coming Soon @ East Doc Platform 2024
The industry event dedicated to documentaries from Central and Eastern Europe shed light on five almost-finished projects, covering topics from politics to environmentalism  
09/04 | East Doc Platform 2024


[image: Julio Medem wraps the shoot for his new film, 8]
Julio Medem wraps the shoot for his new film, 8
Ana Rujas and Javier Rey play the main characters in a love story that unfolds over numerous time periods and as many sequence shots  
09/04 | Production | Funding | Spain
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Through the Night
by Delphine Girard
VENICE 2023: Delphine Girard’s hard-hitting and meticulous first feature film revolves around a striking and unprecedented trio: a woman, a rapist and the policewoman who answered her distress call


[image: Back to Black - by Sam Taylor-Johnson]
Back to Black
by Sam Taylor-Johnson
Iconic British soul singer Amy Winehouse’s life returns to the screen in Sam Taylor-Johnson’s film, yet too many elements are off-key


[image: Holy Week - by Andrei Cohn]
Holy Week
by Andrei Cohn
BERLINALE 2024: Andrei Cohn’s period drama dissects the cycle of violence through the story of a Jewish innkeeper in the Romanian countryside


[image: Gloria! - by Margherita Vicario]
Gloria!
by Margherita Vicario
BERLINALE 2024: Actress and musician Margherita Vicario’s riveting debut celebrates female composers and their lost legacies


[image: Jumping the Fence - by Benito Zambrano]
Jumping the Fence
by Benito Zambrano
Benito Zambrano presents an interesting dramatic thriller about the tragedy of immigration with the aim of reaching the general public


[image: Heartless - by Nara Normande, Tião]
Heartless
by Nara Normande, Tião
VENICE 2023: Nara Normande and Tião capture the sensuality and uncertainty of the end of adolescence in a beguiling first feature film set across the beaches of Northeast Brazil


[image: Behind the Mountains - by Mohamed Ben Attia]
Behind the Mountains
by Mohamed Ben Attia
VENICE 2023: In Tunisian director Mohamed Ben Attia’s mysterious and suggestive new film, you’ll believe a dad can fly


[image: Kalak - by Isabella Eklöf]
Kalak
by Isabella Eklöf
Isabella Eklöf presents a subtle and moving film about pain and the search for redemption
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The Diagonale rewards Sleeping with a Tiger threefold
Anja Salomonowitz’s film has won big at the Austrian gathering, while Losing Faith and Anqa also took home prizes  
09/04 | Diagonale 2024 | Awards


[image: Cannes’ Carrosse d’Or goes to Andrea Arnold]
Cannes’ Carrosse d’Or goes to Andrea Arnold
The British filmmaker will be in Cannes on 15 May to pick up the prize handed out each year by the French Directors’ Association (SRF)  
09/04 | Cannes 2024 | Directors’ Fortnight


[image: Vladimir de Fontenay shooting Sukkwan Island]
Vladimir de Fontenay shooting Sukkwan Island
Swann Arlaud, Woody Norman, Alma Pöysti and Ruaridh Mollica star in the helmer’s second feature, which is being produced by Haut et Court  
09/04 | Production | Funding | France/Norway/Belgium/UK/Finland
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				Interviews
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Nare Leone Ter-Gabrielyan, Sareen Hairabedian  • Directors
The two filmmakers break down what it’s like being women in the Armenian film industry, their latest works and their mission to tell timely war stories


[image: Apolena Rychlíková  • Director of Limits of Europe]
Apolena Rychlíková  • Director of Limits of Europe
The Czech director delves into her close collaboration with her protagonist as they blew the lid off the working conditions of migrant labourers in Europe


[image: Soňa G Lutherová  • Director of Sláva]
Soňa G Lutherová  • Director of Sláva
The Slovak filmmaker unpicks her latest project, exploring themes of personal happiness, gender identity, and the nuanced balance between personal and professional life


[image: Tina Gharavi  • Writer-director and showrunner]
Tina Gharavi  • Writer-director and showrunner
At Stockfish, the BAFTA-nominated creative led the Writers Lab, open to select participants with a prior feature or TV episode credit


[image: Vincenzo Bugno  • Artistic director, Bolzano Film Festival Bozen]
Vincenzo Bugno  • Artistic director, Bolzano Film Festival Bozen
The 37th edition of the festival in South Tyrol is looking beyond borders, as its artistic director explains


[image: Nikolaj Nikitin  • Head of finance and operations, T-Port]
Nikolaj Nikitin  • Head of finance and operations, T-Port
We chatted to the recently appointed head of finance and operations at the Berlin-based, independent non-profit association aimed at promoting emerging talent


[image: Mónica Hernández Rejón  • Producer, Pråmfilm]
Mónica Hernández Rejón  • Producer, Pråmfilm
The Mexican-born, Sweden-based producer thinks working in documentaries is a unique opportunity through which she gets to explore questions and topics she is passionate about


[image: Zdenek Blaha  • Programme director, IDF, and manager, East Doc Platform]
Zdenek Blaha  • Programme director, IDF, and manager, East Doc Platform
The documentary expert comments on the programme of this year’s East Doc Platform, which features training sessions, panels and master classes prepared together with the One World Film Festival
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The Italian film industry asks the government for regulations, tighter timescales, and greater resources
For the first time ever, 23 major Italian film-audiovisual associations have come together to raise the alarm on delayed implementation of public support measures for the sector  
09/04 | Industry | Market | Italy


[image: Radim Špaček’s Forest Killer unravels a murderous mind]
Radim Špaček’s Forest Killer unravels a murderous mind
The Czech true-crime streak continues with a drama that follows a man who won Who Wants to Be a Millionaire? and killed three innocent people unprovoked the following year  
09/04 | Production | Funding | Czech Republic/Slovakia/Poland/Romania


[image: Europa Distribution set to hold the EDMentorShe closing session]
Europa Distribution set to hold the EDMentorShe closing session
The distributors network will bring together all of the participating pairs of women working in distribution to share and exchange on their experiences as mentors and mentees  
09/04 | Industry | Market | Europe
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Kalak
by Isabella Eklöf
San Sebastián 2023 - Special Jury Prize and Jury Prize for Best Cinematography
Swedish release April 12


[image: Gloria! - by Margherita Vicario]
Gloria!
by Margherita Vicario
Berlinale 2024 - Competition
Italian release April 11


[image: Jumping the Fence - by Benito Zambrano]
Jumping the Fence
by Benito Zambrano
Spanish release April 12


[image: Holy Week - by Andrei Cohn]
Holy Week
by Andrei Cohn
Berlinale 2024 – Forum
French release April 10


[image: Through the Night - by Delphine Girard]
Through the Night
by Delphine Girard
Venice 2023 - Giornate degli Autori Audience Award
French release April 10


[image: Rosalie - by Stéphanie Di Giusto]
Rosalie
by Stéphanie Di Giusto
Cannes 2023 - Un Certain Regard
French release April 10 and Polish release April 12


[image: Heartless - by Nara Normande, Tião]
Heartless
by Nara Normande, Tião
Venice 2023 - OrizzontiFrench release April 10


[image: Behind the Mountains - by Mohamed Ben Attia]
Behind the Mountains
by Mohamed Ben Attia
Venice 2023 - Orizzonti
French release April 10
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Review: Back to Black 
Iconic British soul singer Amy Winehouse’s life returns to the screen in Sam Taylor-Johnson’s film, yet too many elements are off-key  
09/04 | Films | Reviews | France/UK/USA


[image: Syllas Tzoumerkas readies Arabian Nights-like romance My Soul Startled]
Syllas Tzoumerkas readies Arabian Nights-like romance My Soul Startled
The Greek auteur’s new project will interweave ten love stories “of gods, titans, nuns, madmen, Americans and suicidal girls, set in the wildest corners of the Aegean Sea”  
09/04 | Production | Funding | Greece/Italy/France/Austria/Cyprus


[image: Reims becomes France’s crime-film capital]
Reims becomes France’s crime-film capital
53 features and one series are on the menu for the fourth edition of the Reims Polar crime-film festival, which will pay homage to the Italian giallo genre  
08/04 | Festivals | Awards | France
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Im Haus der alten Augustin
by Gerald Pribek
In his feature debut, actor-director Gerald Pribek assumes full control of a low-budget, genre-bending movie centred on buried secrets


[image: It's Raining in the House - by Paloma Sermon-Daï]
It's Raining in the House
by Paloma Sermon-Daï
CANNES 2023: Paloma Sermon-Daï turns to fiction with this story of a brother and sister confronted with the last summer of their childhood, between carelessness and social determinism


[image: Zamora - by Neri Marcorè]
Zamora
by Neri Marcorè
The directorial debut from actor Neri Marcorè is an edifying comedy about a youth from the province who learns to make himself respected (and to play football) in 1960s Milan


[image: Birds Flying East - by Pau Durà]
Birds Flying East
by Pau Durà
Luis Zahera flies so high as the protagonist, alongside Javier Gutiérrez, of Pau Durà's trans-European road movie, that a Goya nomination could be within reach


[image: Pelikan Blue - by László Csáki]
Pelikan Blue
by László Csáki
In his tense animated documentary, László Csaki tells the nostalgic story of the travels and adventures of three Hungarian friends in the early 1990s
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	Animation – 10/04/2024

	
		Arthur Delabays, Nicolas Athané and Gabrielle d’Andrimont talk about their work for Bobbypills at Cartoon Next

		In just a few years, the first European studio wholly devoted to adult-orientated animation has made the leap from indie to mainstream, while sticking to its core values

	



	Market Trends – 09/04/2024

	
		The Italian film industry asks the government for regulations, tighter timescales, and greater resources

		For the first time ever, 23 major Italian film-audiovisual associations have come together to raise the alarm on delayed implementation of public support measures for the sector

	



	Documentary – 09/04/2024

	
		REPORT: Czech Docs: Coming Soon @ East Doc Platform 2024

		The industry event dedicated to documentaries from Central and Eastern Europe shed light on five almost-finished projects, covering topics from politics to environmentalism

	



	Gender Equality, Diversity and Inclusion – 08/04/2024

	
		Lab Femmes de Cinéma releases a new report on women directors in the European audiovisual industry

		The study reveals an improved pan-European interest in combatting sexual violence and unconscious biases, but a snail’s-pace move towards gender parity
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	Diagonale 2024 - 10/04/2024

	Review: Asche
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	Elena Wolff’s sophomore effort offers a rather striking, but not exactly coherent, glimpse at the millennial art scene in the city of Linz



	
	Diagonale 2024 - 10/04/2024

	Review: Im Haus der alten Augustin
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	In his feature debut, actor-director Gerald Pribek assumes full control of a low-budget, genre-bending movie centred on buried secrets
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